
Few-shot text classification
With pre-trained word embeddings 

and a human in the loop



Problem
You have thousands of uncategorized pieces of content. 
You need categorized content in order to allow users to 

filter it.



Our Solution
Using our UI, manually label just a few pieces of content 

(even just one per category!) and get accurately predicted 
categories for the rest.



Transfer Learning: Taking the learnings gleaned 
from one task and applying them to another.

Few-Shot Learning: Learning from just a few 
labeled examples.

Human-in-the-Loop Machine Learning: getting a 
human to help the machine learn.

We make the human do the “few shots”.
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OMG Word Embeddings!



Source: David Bamman (@dbamman)

https://twitter.com/dbamman


Word embeddings (aka word vectors) are learned 
numeric representations of words that capture the 
semantic relationships between them.

king - man + woman = queen
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From word vectors to document vectors...
Tried doc2vec, “Smooth Inverse Frequency” and other methods

Went with simple weighted average of the GloVe vectors for all words 
contained in the document (excluding stop words)

Document representation is completely independent of the batch it belongs 
to



● Convert all documents to vectors
● Present the user with some documents in the UI and ask them to 

manually label at least one per category
● Use these as “category representatives”
● Compare all remaining docs to the representatives and for each one 

“predict” the category
● Score the “confidence” in each prediction and get the user to review the 

low confidence documents.

The approach in a nutshell...



How accurate can this be?



● Newsgroups: 20000 messages taken from 20 newsgroups on subjects like 
cars, religion, guns and baseball

● DBPedia: contains the first paragraph of the wikipedia page for ~0.5M 
entities in 15 categories, e.g. Animal, Film, Plant, Company, etc

● BBC: 2225 documents from the BBC news website corresponding to 
stories in five topical areas from 2004-2005 (business, entertainment, 
politics, sport, tech)

Results on public labeled data sets



“Brute-force” one-shot accuracy results
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“Brute-force” one-shot accuracy results

Films misclassified as animals:
“Beasts of Prey (육식동물 - Yukshik dongmul) also known as Carnivore and Carnivorous Animals is a 1985 South 
Korean film directed by Kim Ki-young.”

“Brighty of the Grand Canyon is a 1967 film based on a 1953 children's novel of the same name by Marguerite 
Henry a fictionalized account of a real-life burro named Brighty who lived in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River 
from about 1892-1922.”

Animals misclassified as films:
“California Memory (Chinese: 加州萬里 ) is an American-bred Hong Kong based Thoroughbred racehorse. He was 
one of the nominees of 2010-2011 Hong Kong Horse of the Year.”

“Military Move (Chinese:軍事行動) is a New Zealand thoroughbred racehorse. On March 6 2010 he won the 135th 
running of the New Zealand Derby. The gelding is trained by Shaune Ritchie who was the strapper for the hugely 
successful and popular 1985 Derby winner Bonecrusher. Bonecrusher was trained by Ritchie's father Frank.”



“Brute-force” one-shot accuracy results



How do we surface the likely representatives?

● Use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to find the most 
“topic-y” docs!

● Present documents to the user ordered according to 
the LDA results



LDA N is the maximum accuracy obtained trying all combinations of the top N documents surfaced by LDA.

Results with LDA
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Confidence in predictions



The importance of similar lengths in category reps

Low accuracy 
combinations 

(<60%)

High accuracy 
combinations 

(>90%)

Relative length of the category A representative, in a 2-category classifier, so .5 means equal lengths



The importance of similar lengths in category reps

Low accuracy 
combinations 

(<60%)

High accuracy 
combinations 

(>90%)

Relative length of the category A representative, in a 2-category classifier, so .5 means equal lengths

Correlation between relative 
length & relative prediction count: 0.8 0.14



3-pronged approach to improving the system
1. Better document vectors

2. Better ways of identifying potential category 
representatives.

3. Better guidelines for the user / overall better UX.
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● Multi-label classification
● Working with partially labeled datasets
● Other languages? Use FastText pre-trained embeddings?
● Topic stance detection...

Next steps
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What do you 
think of chain 
migration?

You mean what do 
I think of family 
reunification?



Thanks :)

@katherinebailey


